Andrew Stephens (Computer Science, 2016)
Web Applications Developer Intern
Full-time, 40 hours per week
Paid

What do you do as an intern at this organization?
Next Jump runs an eCommerce platform that gets re-branded for individual clients. My job is to handle client requests for site customization, as well as built administrative tools for controlling the platform.

How did you find your internship?
Spring Engineering Internship Fair

What do you enjoy most about your internship?
Next Jump is focused on helping you grow as a person, not just as a programmer. The office culture is unlike any other company, which makes every day interesting and unique.

What do you find challenging?
Next Jump has a lot of cultural initiatives and side projects that employees spend time on in addition to their job responsibilities, and it takes practice to manage your time so that you can do both effectively.

What advice would you offer to someone who wants to make the most of an internship like yours?
Do your research on the company - they are most proud of their culture, so you should understand it, both to prove your interest during your interview and to know how well you'll fit in.

About the Organization
Next Jump
Cambridge, MA

At Next Jump, we believe that people are the center of everything. The best way to create happy, engaged employees is to focus on culture. Our culture is broken into two components: Personal Growth and Helping Others. Everything we do at Next Jump follows this simple mantra: Better Me + Better You = Better Us. By focusing on personal growth we are able to help others - in the end, everyone wins. We design and build products geared towards bettering both employees, starting with our own, and companies, to result in a better world. We provide employee engagement programs, which include a variety of products from a savings and reward site to engagement applications, to Fortune 1000 companies as a platform to achieve this goal.